Other Person 1
I wish to object to the Premise Licence Application recently made to yourselves for the proposed
Premier Inn at Keswick.
My reasons are:
- My objection is for Non Resident alcohol sales, especially to the late hours applied for. My
reasoning is that the proposed hotel is in a relatively quite area of town in a mainly residential
neighbourhood. The late hours suggested would encourage late night drinkers to migrate there as
other pubs in the town closed at their earlier licence allowed hours. There is also a strong argument
that Keswick already has enough licence premises to cater for demand, with these premises much
better located around the town centre with the effects consumption of alcohol may have.

Other Person 2
I am writing to object to the licencing for the sale alcohol at Whitbread’s Premier Inn, which is
proposed to be built on High Hill.
My reasons for this are as follow:


The street has a high elderly population. These individuals will find late night disturbances
from the drunk and disorderly intimating.



Secondly it is in very close proximity to Keswick Secondary School, and will prove unpleasant
for the students walking home, to be disturbed by customers of the Inn, which are well into
a day drinking session.



Thirdly it is positioned at the side of a road which gets a high volume of traffic and is also
opposite the river Greta. Both could prove to be hazards to the inebriated.



And finally, I realise it does not come under the criteria for objection, but the bar will take
business away from local pubs and restaurants. All of which struggle for trade in the winter
months. And will struggle to compete with the low prices of a capitalist giant like Whitbread.
Thank you for your time reading my letter. Please consider my points.

